Fringe Earrings Crochet
Pattern
These lovely earrings are fast to whip up, and possibilities are endless for
colour and embellishment (I’m already dreaming of beading and felting onto
them!)
The disks look neat from all angles, and you can trim the fringe to be as
statement as you like!
The best thing about these earrings is that they are light as a feather so you
can dazzle and amaze all day (or night) long!
What you’ll need:
DK yarn
2mm hook
Yarn needle
Jump rings x 2
Earring hooks x2
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Let’s Begin!
Centre Disk
1. Magic circle
2. 12 trebles sl st to join
3. ch 1, 2 dc in next stitch
4. 2 dc in each stitch, sl st to join – 24 dc total
5. Fasten off. Pull magic circle tight. Sew in ends.
Fringe
1. Wrap yarn around 3 fingers 3 times and cut
2. With the back of the disk facing you, insert hook through top of dc stitch
(this keeps the fringe on the good side of the disk looking neat)
3. Pull one end of the fringe loops through and make a larks head knot
4. Pull each loop to tighten the knot
5. Add fringe to 7 stitches
6. Cut all loops, then trim the fringe evenly
Earring Assembly
1. Open jump ring carefully and insert into the stitch opposite to the
central stitch of the fringe.
2. Add the earring finding to the jump ring ensuring the earring will hang
with the good side of the disk facing outwards.
3. Close the jump rings and Voila!
4. Take a lovely photo of your earrings and tag me @babylouretro +
#babylouretro, I’d love to see them!!
Earrings made from this pattern can be sold, but the pattern itself
cannot.
Please credit me if you do make or sell these earrings <3 Thank you!
All work copyright ©BabyLouRetro 2019
Find more retro gorgeousness at babylouretro.com
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